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For the woman more accustomed to singing Missoni's praises than singing lullabies comes Amy

Allen's irresistible This Little Piggy Went to Prada: Nursery Rhymes for the Blahnik Brigade. Filled

from cover to cover with sumptuous full color illustrations by Eun-Kyung Kung, This Little Piggy

Went to Prada presents classic nursery rhymes with a thoroughly modern and charmingly ironic spin

that will make the most sleepless fashionista mom smile, even when she's knee-deep in diapers.
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I received this book as a gift when my third child was born.It is spectacular and wonderfully witty. My

personal belief is that the reviews that cite it as mediocre and such are missing the point - this is a

book that is fun for mom *and* fun for the kiddies.You won't find duckies and bunnies here - but you

will find a wonderful play on nursery classics that appeals to the fashion-loving mom and her hip

kiddos.And yes, the author is British. Therefore some of the references are British - makes perfect

sense to me. That added a welcome level of complexity to the discussion with my 4 year old about

how certain words in the same language might be used differently in different places.I love this book

- and I know many adults sans kiddos who would love it as well.

I gave this book as part of a baby shower present and it was a hit! Granted the mom-to-be is a

brand name shopoholic, but besides that, the book is very pretty and I like the delicate

watercolor/ink illustrations.The thing I really like about this book is that there is a section at the end

of the book that has all of the original nursery rhymes also.



Gorgeous illustrations. Witty little fashionista takes on traditional nursery rhymes. Too short and not

something i'd recommend to be read to children, but gorgeous for the fashion lover at heart.

This is a tongue-in-cheek, well illustrated, cute little book of rhymes about fashion inspired by

children's nursery rhymes and songs. Some are okay to read to children but some maybe not so

much. Maybe not because they are inappropriate but because a child just wouldn't understand.

Definitely more for the mother than the child. I know I get tired of saying the same rhymes over and

over again and I make up my own sometimes. The illustrations are pretty so that would definitely

appeal to a child but the actual text probably wouldn't interest them. But the actual rhymes are in the

back of the book if you want to read those to the child, which is nice.The book is meant to be

tongue-in-cheek and not meant to be taken 100% seriously which I feel is beyond a child's grasp

since young children are highly literal minded. This book has a lot of sentiments which are not

positive to do with body image and placing value on things which I don't think is good for children.

So again, meant for parents who "get" the joke. Reading it to the child a few times won't damage

their psyche of course but its important to realize what subtle things can do over a long period of

time. In my house the book is on the adult's bookshelf with other literature geared toward adults. Not

mixed in with Dr. Suess and Mother Goose.And yes, the author is British so the designers are

based in London, pounds instead of dollars,Mummy and not Mommy, nappies and not diapers, and

so on. No big deal to me. All countries have their own terms and slang. Whatevs.If you are planning

to give this as a baby shower gift, put it in a basket with some sparkling juice (no Chateau St Hilaire

for Mama!), some stretch mark cream, candles, and other nice things that are just for the mom.

Then put the Boppy and onesies in a different basket. She'll appreciate the thought and might have

a few belly laughs (get it? haha) from reading the book while soaking her poor swollen feet later on.

This is a really cute book that makes a great gift for new mommies. I've bought it for 4 friends so far

and they have all loved it. It will give them a good laugh and is even cute to have out on the coffee

table as a conversation piece.

This is amusing to a point, and not really geared for baby. It's references are British, not American,

so the stores other than Prada, Gucci, etc are in London. Better for Mommy than for Baby.

with lovely pictures. I actually came across this book by accident andwas able to view inside of the



book online a little bit. I had to have itand I'm 53!!! I have it stacked with a few other books like,

"DifferentLike Coco" and one other. They are all lovely books... My husband didthink I was crazy

when they came :(

easy to read, kids love it and have a good laugh at what they do understand.beautiful keepsake.
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